
TSG Treasurer: Role Description 

TSG Treasurer’s Calendar 
 
The duties of the Treasurer are to make any payments as determined by the TSG 
Committee, to operate the accounts in a fiscally prudent and transparent manner, 
and to ensure that TSG’s end-of-year balance is not less than £3000. A surplus above 
this level may be used to provide a float for TSG-badged meetings / fieldtrips (if 
required) and to support postgraduate activities. 
 
TSG holds three accounts with Lloyds TSB, Charlotte Row branch, Liverpool: a cheque 
book (current) account, a savings account, and a BritRock account used only for 
supporting the BritRock prize, and for paying for the dedicated (separate) BritRock 
website that promotes laboratory and rock deformation disciplines across the 12 UK 
laboratories/universities (britrock.org). The accounts are online, and are designated 
as a ‘business account’ by TSB. 
 
In addition to the monthly statements which you will receive from Lloyds TSB, 
summary spreadsheets should be updated approximately quarterly and at least bi-
annually, in spring (by which time the expenses from the AGM are largely complete) 
and in late autumn before the AGM, for report. Annual reporting to the GeolSoc also 
occurs in the Autumn. 
 
Quarter 1 
 
1. Present summary of annual accounts to AGM, including a projection for the 
following year’s income / expenditure. 
 
2. Write and distribute Prizewinners’ cheques at AGM 

• Ramsay medal - £200 

• Mike Coward prize for best postgraduate talk - £200 

• Prize for best postgraduate poster - £200 

• Dave Johnson mapping prize - £200 

• BritRock prize for best talk/poster with a ‘laboratory rock deformation’ focus 
- £200 

• BP prize for best overall postgraduate presentation - £500 
 
There is a precedent for awarding joint prizes (each prize to the full amount). In the 
case of European prize winners, transfers may be made online, but occasionally 
require a branch visit. Using a private bank account and self-reimbursement has 
been done in the past to get around this but is NOT recommended. 
 
3. Collect any miscellaneous receipts arising from the AGM (e.g. money for “extra” 
prizes, convener’s whisky etc) and write cheque for reimbursements if required. 
 
4. Send Invoice to AGM host University to reclaim sponsor funds (e.g. £500 BP Prize 
money)  



 
5. Send summary of last years accounts to the Geological Society: this is normally 
done on request from the GeolSoc, not unsolicited from TSG as this is a form of 
audit. It could in theory come at any time so keeping account up to date is useful. 
 
6. Liaise with organisers of any upcoming TSG-badged meetings to ask if they require 
a float (usually up to ~£1500) from TSG. Remind organisers to budget a ~£500 
surplus, to be returned to the TSG account. 
 
7. Agree with other members of the committee on using any surplus (i.e. above 
£3000 base level) for supporting postgraduate activities. In the past, this has been 
attendance at an international meeting, e.g. EGU, Gordon Conference etc. Awards of 
between £250 and £500 are made on a competitive basis following submission of <1 
page application letters by eligible postgrads to the Secretary. 
 
8. Update spreadsheets with any income / expenditure, including monthly interest 
payments (you will receive a monthly statement from TSB) 
 
Quarter 2 
 
1. Liaise with the organisers of next year’s AGM to ensure they budget for a ~£500 
surplus, to be returned to the TSG account for supporting postgraduate activities, 
providing floats for future meetings etc. An important lesson from the Keele 
experience is that the Treasurer / committee should check the proposed figures at 
an early stage to ensure that registration costs are as low as possible. In particular, 
you should aim to keep postgrad registration to the minimum. If required, work with 
the organisers to bring in sponsorship. 
 
2. Update spreadsheets with any income / expenditure, including monthly interest 
payments (you will receive a monthly statement from TSB) 
 
Quarter 3 
 
1. Liaise with organisers of the previous year’s AGM regarding any surplus generated, 
which should be returned to the TSG account. If necessary, send an invoice to the 
host University. In my experience, the final profit / loss from the previous AGM is not 
available until October – if not later. 
 
2. Discuss with committee if any additional funds are available to support postgrad 
activities, e.g. AGU registration. 
 
3. Update spreadsheets with any income / expenditure, including monthly interest 
payments (you will receive a monthly statement from Lloyds TSB) 
 
4. Ensure the website hosting invoice is paid (usually arrives in early October). 
 
Quarter 4 



 
1. Ensure that the Annual Grant (£1500) from the Geological Society is received 
(October). Contact GeolSoc in case of problems. 
 
2. Contact the winner of last year’s BP Prize and ask him/her to write a brief account 
of how they benefited from the prize money (e.g. by attending EGU etc). Forward 
this feedback and confirm they wish to continue sponsoring (this is done on a yearly 
basis). 
 
3. Update spreadsheets with any income / expenditure, including monthly interest 
payments (you will receive a monthly statement from Lloyds TSB) 
 
4. Prepare summary of annual accounts to present at the AGM. 
 
 


